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News and Prayer Bulletin No 34 

If you have any knowledge of appropriate trusts or grant-making bodies who may be willing to support this ministry, or would like to 
make a personal donation (either through the website or by post – details as below), please let us know.  Likewise, if you have any 
connection with churches or leaders who may be interested to find out more about connect4life we would love to hear about them.  
Thank you! 
 
For more details regarding anything mentioned above, please email contactus@connect4life.org.uk, telephone 07767 804333 
(C4l answerphone)/07982 476560 or write to P O Box 297, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 9GN.  Website:  connect4life.org.uk.  If you 
know of anyone else who might like to receive this bulletin, please email details to bulletin@connect4life.org.uk.  

Churches, Leaders and Christians 
connected  

to the Person, Power and Mission of Christ 

News 
Responses were very positive following the ‘Reconnecting the Disconnected’ conference in Belfast in September, 

and the promoter wanted extra packs left to use with churches in Northern Ireland.  The year has seen the 
completion of the conversion of all the printed materials to free online equivalents in anticipation of the relaunch 

of C4L Online at Easter next year.  There has been a frustrating delay with the completion of the video for the 
second session of ‘The Connected Life’ and the C4L overview summary video, and the apple version of the Best 
Connections app.  Despite not being able to go ahead with promoting the materials, as they have not quite 

been finished, numbers of visits to the website and video downloads continue to rise steadily.  It is also 
planned to develop a feedback system on the website – it will be helpful to have more detailed information 
about who is using the resources and how!  These are days in which we all need to press on against great 
opposition – please stand with C4L as it is seeking to go for it, for God, His people and the lost!  

Praise  - Thank God . . .  

 for the smooth running of and good responses to the conference in Belfast – there were was such an 
encouraging positive response and we pray for churches and individuals as they follow through 

 that interest in the online materials continues 

 for progress during 2015 

 for finance to see through the work of 2015 – thanks to the Trusts and individual donors who have made this 
all possible 

 for the support of the trustees – Ian, Peter and Steve 

 for the excellent work of the wider team involved in many different areas 

 that He continues to bring this, His ‘project’ and message, through to ever-increasing impact 

Prayer  - Please pray . . . 

 for the app developer, who had bad news about his health recently 

 for the video producer, who has recently suffered a close bereavement 

 that plans for 2016 will run according to schedule 

 for applications to Trusts that have given support to help us get to this place, and it’s such a lot!  Pray that 
they will see the great potential to reach many thousands of people in this technological but very uncertain 
age.  There are now well over 6000 ‘users’ in over 120 countries plus 2,500 separate downloads of the new 
short videos.  That’s a lot of people  - praise God! 

 for wisdom and finance as we plan the next key bit of the jigsaw in 2016 

 for strength, faith, grace and perseverance for each of us to press on with every confidence in these dark 
days, and all the more as we see the day approaching 
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